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What a difference a day makes; for it is fair to say that had we published
yesterday our commentary would have had a more negative tone. As things
stand Wednesday’s 2.30% advance by the SPX went some way to answering the
complaint that the US equity market had been unable to get out of its own way
since rolling over in early November. The index closed at 2743.8, the highest
close since November 9th, but still well below the intraday highs recorded in
mid-November and the recovery high recorded on November 7th at 2815.2. This
is still a very impressive three day surge off the post-Thanksgiving low (1632.6),
but not one that yet counts as a knockout blow to the corrective forces that
have built in recent weeks. Unless the early November peak can be surpassed
we still run the risk of rolling over and potentially retesting the recent low.

This is even truer of the NDX index, which recorded a significantly lower low in
November than it had in October at 6442.4. In doing so it matched the late April
low, which was the highest of our three potential price targets for the sell-off.
The bounce off this low has been strong but Wednesday’s 3.17% bounce is
slightly less than the October 25th surge (3.35%) and only just larger than the
November 7th advance (3.07%), when the index reached 7205, a level over 4%
above Wednesday’s close.
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Sparking all of the above activity were the comments made by Fed Chair
Powell, who started to sound like the man President Trump thought he was
appointing during his speech to the Economic Club of New York. Although
this speech was supposedly about “Monitoring Financial Stability”, he chose
to use the opportunity to recalibrate his guidance regarding the distance
between the current policy rate and neutral to “just below”, and make the
uncontroversial claim that it takes “a year or more” for changes to monetary
policy to take effect. These modest comments were enough for market
participants to rush to risk assets, with the vast majority of the market’s
gains coming in the aftermath of the speech.

This is perhaps an overreaction to what was hardly a binding promise to
reconsider the path of future rate rises, but at the very least it did remove
any possibility of a more aggressive policy being signaled at the December
meeting, and opened up the possibility of a pause or halt to rate hikes
taking place in the first half of 2019. Provided the December dot plots show
a downshift in FOMC member expectations this would probably be enough
to remove the negativity emanating from US monetary policy that has
infected global assets far more than most US equities for the time-being.
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However, there seems little chance that the FOMC will reconsider its balance
sheet shrinkage, a policy that seems to us to be a wholly unnecessary decision
(the initial bewilderment over the growth of the FRB’s balance sheet has long
passed out of the market’s memory) that carries the possibility of unintended
negative consequences.

This still leaves a number of other issues that have bedeviled global markets in
recent months. Most obvious is the ongoing US/China trade dispute, with the
much anticipated Trump/Xi meeting taking place this weekend. As we have
stated before, about the only benefit of the recent steep correction has been
the opening of a window for discussions. We doubt very much that the Trump
administration would be entering good faith negotiations if the SPX had
continued to push through 3,000, since it seemed for much of the summer that
this was a cost-free conflict as far as US was concerned. Whether or not
meaningful progress can be made at this short meeting remains to be seen, but
some sense that the two parties are committed to dialogue and negotiation
rather than the imposition of tit-for-tat tariffs would be a major step in the right
direction. On the other hand a deadlocked meeting followed by an angry tweet
or two would see all the recent progress unwound, and potentially worse to
follow.

Given the impetuous nature of the US administration and the opacity of the
Chinese it is very hard to handicap the likely outcome. Perhaps the best reason
to be optimistic is the fact that the meeting is happening at all, a reflection we
assume of some behind the scenes progress and the discipline imposed on both
sets of leadership by weakness in their local financial markets.

As far as Chinese markets are concerned, we would put at least as much blame
for their weakness at the feet of the PBOC (and its political masters) as on the
trade dispute. Clearly monetary policy was far too tight in the first half of the
year and political interference in the private sector helped further undermine
confidence. We are now some four months into a gradual easing of conditions,
at least as far as regulated bank lending is concerned and there has also been
some fiscal easing in recent weeks. It is probably too early to expect to see the
effect on underlying economic activity, but perhaps not within financial
markets which generally respond a little sooner.

In this regard we would note that the local Chinese market (SHSZ300) has not
come close to re-testing its mid-October low in recent weeks, and other closely
linked markets such as Hong Kong, Taiwan and Korea have not retested their
late October lows, this is the first time since the early February sell-off that
major Asian markets have been more resilient than the US in a sharp corrective
move lower, and reflects progress made in each of the matters discussed
above, each of which have exerted a considerable negative influence in recent
months.

This leaves one major issue, which is the potential topping out of the
technology sector itself, or at least some of the key leadership names that have
dominated capital allocations in recent years. Obviously some of the weakness
in technology was imposed from the outside, with both trade and fed policy
feeding into the negative sentiment. However, we are struck by the fact that it
was earnings themselves (or future guidance) that really turned the market’s
mood, and that for the first time the halos of a number of key management
figures are starting to look a little dented.
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Even if the overall market were to build on recent gains and break out above
key resistance we would still expect to see the Technology sector (which of
course now bleeds into Communication) to be split into “good” and “bad”
buckets, a distinction that we have seen take place before at major turning
points. Members of the former can actually benefit from the losses in the latter,
with outperformance concentrating both passive and active flows towards
them. Later on the problems of the “few” tend to become more pervasive,
which is generally the point at which the entire sector comes under great
pressure, but this can take several months or even quarters to take place and
under the current conditions will depend on how some of the other issues
surrounding markets are resolved



S&P 500

Since we last wrote two weeks ago the SPX is up +42.20 points but this single technical data point does little to describe the price action since
then. On Monday of last week the index gapped lower but over the two days that followed the index built a short term base (2,631) that
developed into a higher low. Early this week the prices started to climb higher and yesterday the index followed through with a robust rally that
was up +61.61 points or 2.30% that notched the best single day gains since the correction began on October 3rd. The rally from last Friday’s
lows has caused MACD to hook higher through its signal line although it still remains in negative territory. How the index responds to potential
multiple resistances over the course of the next 50 points ahead in the SPX will be telltale as to whether the correction has run its course. We
now mark first support at 2,680 and second at 2,600.
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NASDAQ 100

Unlike the SPX, during last week’s broad based weakness in the equity markets the NDX broke below first support at the October lows last
Tuesday to an intra-day low of 6,442.36 before closing slightly higher on the day. Over the course of days that followed the index stabilized and
cobbled together a decent rally that led to yesterday’s explosive rally. The index bettered the gains of the SPX by the end of yesterday’s trading
session by closing up +212.29 points or +3.17% (versus the +2.70% gain in the SPX). Despite the gains amassed over the past six days the high
tech index has multiple challenges ahead of it. First will be at the confluence of resistance at both the longer and shorter term moving averages,
then the lower high at 7,200 and finally the two month distributive top. We now mark fist support at 6,700 and second at 6,440.
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Russell 2000

The RTY held support at the late October lows last week and has rallied in concert with the other US equity market indexes we track in these
pages. Although MACD briefly broke below its signal line it has turned back above the it but remains in negative territory. The momentum
indicator produced a non-confirmation of the double bottom in price turning at a higher low. On a relative performance basis vs the SPX there
been a measure of stabilization since late October. We now mark fist support at the double bottom at the 1,460-1,470 range and second at the
February 9th low at 1,436.43. We now mark first resistance at the lower high at 1,580 which is just above the falling 50-day ma) and second the
200-day ma (1,614.91 at yesterday’s close).
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VXO

Despite this week’s three day gain in the SPX, the VXO remains quite elevated at 20.28, suggesting that most hedges have not been unwound.
Given the attention being drawn to the Trump/Xi meeting this weekend this is hardly surprising, but it is a potentially bullish divergence
between option pricing and market action, since any continued move higher would be likely to trigger some hurried liquidation of protective
options.

Of course any failure of the rally in the coming sessions would have the opposite effect, and the early November rally saw the SPX reach 2815
and the VXO 16.5 before corrective forces overwhelmed the market. For this reason we would set the “all clear” level somewhat lower at 15, a
level that would probably only be reached if the SPX managed to pierce the October and November recovery highs for more than a fleeting
moment.
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Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets

The MXEF closed above its 50-day moving average yesterday for the first time since late August. At that time the EM Index failed to hold its
ground above the shorter term moving and rolled over. We would need to see follow through this time to a higher high (above 1,000) and hold
on to the ground above the 50-day ma to say that the process of technical repair has potentially started. MACD has been tracking sideways
over the past two weeks managing to hold above its signal line and is curling higher. We now mark first support at the higher low at 960 and
second at the October 30th low at 930.
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10 Year Treasury Note

The 10 year yield is starting to lose touch with the ultra-long 30 year yield, with the spread between the two maturities reaching 28.5 bp, its
highest since mid-February, while the gap to the 5 year yield is at the high end of its recent range at 19 bp. This reflects the fact that most of the
recent movement has been at the short end of the curve, which has started to reprice 2019 FOMC activity. The 30 year yield is largely
independent of these forces and at 3.35% remains well above the key 3.25% level that it broke above in early October, and the 10 year yield has
noy yet shown any intention of moving back through the key 3.00% level, with Wednesday’s close at 3.05%.
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US Dollar

Since we last wrote the DXY pulled back from a new recovery closing high at 97.54, back and filled to a higher low at just above the rising 50-
day ma and had rallied for six sessions before yesterday’s reversal. In the short term the DXY is beginning to look toppy. MACD has been
grinding sideways to lower and although it remains in positive territory it is signaling a short term loss of upside price momentum. We continue
to mark key first support at the rising 50-day ma which closed right at round number support at 96 at the end of yesterday’s session. We
continue to mark first resistance at the recent closing high at 97.54 and second at 100.
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Gold

Gold remains very quiet with the metal sitting out the volatility experienced in other markets. To some extent this reflects only limited moves
by the USD, but the latter has been in a gentle uptrend and gold’s ability to shrug this off counts as a minor positive. From our perspective it
remains important that the metal’s price stays above $1200, and Wednesday’s close at $1221.03 builds a decent buffer. To the upside $1250
looks to be the key level to monitor, with moves in the $50 range between these levels really meaning little.
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Crude Oil

To put the nearly two month sell off in the front month WTI Crude Oil futures contract in proper technical perspective we have switched to a
weekly candle and MACD chart. From the intra-week high of $76.90 to yesterday’s closing low oil is down –$26.84 or -34.9% erasing more than
a year of price gains as the narrative has turned to an abundance of supply and contracting demand. MACD reflected the slow loss of
momentum going into the price highs and now has rolled over into negative territory. Oil bulls (if there are any left) now have a battle ahead of
them to hang on to support at the $50.00 level. Below that we now mark second support at the June 2017 lows at $42. As we said in our last
note the time to repair the technical damage will not be measured in days but more likely weeks or potentially months and will require a
rebalancing of supply and demand to begin to stabilize sentiment in the oil markets.
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Copper

Copper remains in a narrow range, in contrast to most over industrial metals which have seen some liquidation pressure in recent sessions.
Wednesday’s close at $6200 is the exact mid-point of the $400 range that has been in effect since mid-September and with MACD close to zero
there is little from a technical perspective to suggest that an imminent breach of the range is likely. This does not mean one cannot occur, just
that it will take a meaningful change in capital commitment in one direction or another, and this itself would likely require a shift in the external
narrative.
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